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CONTEXT 

     We’re taking a break this summer from our verse-by-verse study of 1 Corinthians to consider 

selected topics from Proverbs. The big idea in the book of Proverbs is wisdom. Wisdom is 

“skillful living.” Skillful living involves first knowing God and second living according to his 

design for human life. Our topic today is words. All of us speak words. All of us listen to words. 

All of us read words. Words are a huge part of our lives. Because this is true, wisdom with words 

is crucial. 

 

PRAY 
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INTRODUCTION      

     Words are everywhere. We think words. We speak words. We read words. We listen to 

words. Driving around this week I was astonished at the words that surrounded me. Yet one of 

the great mysteries of human existence is language. Where did it come from? After more than 

150 years, linguists and evolutionists still don’t know. 

     If you think about it, language pervades all of reality. As two Baptist scholars point out, 

“What we see all around us are these linguistic underpinnings, from human language to genetic 

language to mathematical language -- that is, the laws of nature. We look at this evidence that 

pervades reality, and it sure sounds a lot like what we read in the opening [chapters] of Scripture, 

where God speaks and things come into existence. The whole universe is the product of a God 

who speaks."1  

     According to Scripture, you and I are the product of a God who speaks. We are uniquely 

created in God’s image: created to speak and be spoken to. And to speak and be spoken to in 

certain ways. Wisdom involves using our words in ways that God intends. And that’s the 

problem: we don’t use our words in ways that God intends. So, this morning we’ll look at four 

truths we need to understand to grow in wisdom with our words: 

 

1. The Power of Words. 

2. The Source of Words. 

3. The Judgment of Words. 

4. The Redemption of Words.  

                                                      
1 http://www.bpnews.net/46450/language-proves-gods-existence-prof-says 
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1. THE POWER OF WORDS 

First, the power of words… 

“Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it will eat its fruits.” 

(Proverbs 18:21) 

 

      “Sticks and stones can break my bones but words can never hurt me” has got to be the 

dumbest saying ever… It goes against what both Scripture, and our experience, clearly teach: 

“death and life are in the power of the tongue.” Words have power to penetrate – for good or ill. 

Derek Kidner remarks, “What is done to you is of little account beside what is done in you.” And 

words do something in us. Solomon says it this way,  

 

“There is one whose rash words are like sword thrusts, but the tongue of the wise brings healing 

(Proverbs 12:18).”  

 

Words have power that can feel like a sword thrust in our soul. And words have power to 

penetrate in helpful and healing ways. 

     Sixth grade was a challenging year for me. I was trying to figure out a lot of stuff. My favorite 

sixth grade teacher was super cool. He was young, hip and played the drums. I really looked up 

to him. So, it was like a sword thrust in my soul the day he looked at me in front of the whole 

class and said, with a disgusted look on his face, “Kershinar, get your act together.” Did I need to 

get my act together? Absolutely. But the context and the way those words were spoken 

penetrated my soul like a sword thrust. They were powerful. Some forty years later I still 

remember them vividly. 

     So, words have the power to penetrate either for good or ill. They also have the power to 

spread. 

“A worthless man plots evil, and his speech is like a scorching fire. A dishonest man spreads 

strife, and a whisperer separates close friends (Proverbs 16:27-28).” 
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     Technology has enhanced the capacity for words to scorch and spread. On December 20, 

2013 Justine Sacco published a twelve-word tweet that would change her life. At the time Sacco 

was the director of corporate communications at media conglomerate IAC. Just before she 

boarded a plane from London to South Africa she pushed send. Admittedly, her words were 

unwise. While airborne, someone anonymously sent the tweet to a guy who retweeted Justine’s 

words to 15,000 followers. From there, the tweet went viral. Eleven hours later when Justine 

landed in South Africa she learned she had been terminated from her position. Her family met 

her and told her she had disgraced them. And her friends said they were embarrassed to be 

connected with her. Twelve little words spread like wildfire. 

     Our words are powerful. They matter. Whether in person, on the phone, in an email, on 

Facebook, Twitter, etc. Life and death are in the power of the tongue.  

 

TRANS: So, wisdom understands the power of words. Wisdom also understands where words 

come from. 
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2. THE SOURCE OF WORDS 

The source of our words is our heart.  

“Keep your heart with all vigilance, for from it flow the springs of life.” (Proverbs 4:23). 

 

     Stop and think about what this means for your life. Every thought, desire, commitment, 

attitude, behavior, and word flows from your heart. This says something hugely significant about 

how human beings function: we live out of our hearts. 

     Jesus, the master teacher, helps us understand with a picture. He says 

“For no good tree bears bad fruit, nor again does a bad tree bear good fruit, for each tree 

is known by its own fruit. For figs are not gathered from thornbushes, nor are grapes 

picked from a bramble bush. The good person out of the good treasure of his heart 

produces good, and the evil person out of his evil treasure produces evil, for out of the 

abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.” (Luke 6:43-45) 

 

     “Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.” What does the Bible mean by heart? 

The Bible says that there are two basic parts to every human – the outer “man” and inner “man.” 

One writer explains it this way 

The outer man is your physical self. It’s the house God has given you for your heart while 

you are here on earth. You could call your body your earth suit. The Bible uses many 

words for the inner man: mind, emotion, soul, spirit, will. These words are all 

summarized by a big-basket term— heart.2 

  

Your heart is your control center. Circumstances and relationships and our bodies may influence 

our behavior but they do not determine it. Your heart does. Like a tree, your words are the fruit 

and your heart is the root. Jesus says that if thorns come out of our mouth it’s because thorns are 

in our heart. Think about it this way: have you ever said to someone, “I didn’t mean to say 

that?!” According to Jesus, it would be more accurate to say, “Please forgive me for saying what 

I meant.” 

       

  

                                                      
2 Paul David Tripp, The Power of Words and the Wonder of God, p. 29. 
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     Author Paul Tripp tells the story of a childhood family reunion where his uncle got drunk and 

began saying sexually perverse things about the women. When his mom realized what was 

happening, she ran downstairs and grabbed Paul and his brother and yanked them into the car. 

Tripp recalls, “I don’t think our feet touched the steps. She stuffed us in the car, and before she 

drove away she said, ‘Paul and Mark, I want to say something to you, and I want you never to 

forget it.’ What she said was actually an eloquent summary of this passage in Luke. She said, 

‘There’s nothing that comes out of the mouth of a drunk that wasn’t there in the first place.’ 

Those thoughts were already in my uncle’s heart. The alcohol merely loosened his lips and out 

came the heart.” 

     The problems with our words is a problem with our hearts. Here’s what I mean. Your heart 

(and mine) are always wanting, desiring. Our words go wrong because our desires often go 

wrong. Instead of desiring what God desires and desiring the good of others, our desires are self-

centered. I want my wife to agree with me and when she doesn’t I respond, “No matter what I 

say you never agree!” Sure, we can be careful with our words around certain people. As a 

teenager, I spoke politely around teachers and parents but swore like a sailor with my friends. 

Eventually – or in certain situations – what’s in our hearts comes out of our mouths. 

     Married couples often ask for communication tips. I usually say, “I’d be happy to share some 

helpful tips. But ultimately your communication problems are heart problems.” We need hearts 

that want to love and serve others rather than hearts that love and serve ourselves! Merely trying 

to address the words won’t produce lasting change. It’s like trying to staple red, juicy apples on a 

diseased apple tree. Parents, this is true of your children. Help your children understand what is 

going on in their hearts. That’s where the real action is. Does that mean we don’t address 

behavior? Of course not. But we can’t be satisfied with behavior modification. We need to help 

our children see the issues of their heart. That’s true for all of us. 

 

TRANS: Words are powerful: they bring life and death. If we have a problem with our words 

it’s because we have a problem with our hearts. And we do have a problem with our words. And 

that is significant because our words will be judged. 
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3. THE JUDGMENT OF WORDS 

Jesus says it this way 

“I tell you, on the day of judgment people will give account for every careless word they 

speak, for by your words you will be justified, and by your words you will be 

condemned.” (Matthew 12:36-37) 

 

     Our words will be judged. In context, Jesus is speaking to the religious leaders of his day 

and their evil words against himself. King Jesus says that when he returns they will give an 

account for every word. But there is application for each of us. We too will all give an account 

for our words. 

     The standard by which our words will be judged is simple. Love God and love others. Our 

words should consistently express love for God and others. Gratitude, grace, and goodness all the 

time. 24/7. How are you doing? How comfortable would you be if we gathered here this morning 

to hear a recording of your every careless word? A lifetime of words thought and words spoken. 

So, what will it be like when we stand before the King Jesus? On our own, none of us will be 

‘justified’ by our words. As Romans says, 

Now we know that whatever the law says it speaks to those who are under the law, so 

that every mouth may be stopped, and the whole world may be held accountable to God. 

For by works of the law no human being will be justified in his sight, since through the 

law comes knowledge of sin. (Romans 3:19-20) 

 

Martyn Lloyd Jones comments, 

 

Paul now points out . . . that when you realize what the Law is truly saying to you the 

result is that “every mouth shall be stopped.” You are rendered speechless. You are not a 

Christian unless you have been made speechless! How do you know whether you are a 

Christian or not? It is that you ‘stop talking.’ The trouble with the non-Christian is that he 

goes on talking… How do you know whether a man is a Christian? The answer is that his 

mouth is ‘shut.’ I like this forthrightness of the Gospel. People need to have their mouths 

shut, ‘stopped.’ . . . You do not begin to be a Christian until your mouth is shut, is 

stopped, and you are speechless and have nothing to say.3 

 

  

                                                      
3 D. M. Lloyd-Jones, Romans, Exposition of Chapters 3:20–4:25, Atonement and Justification, (Edinburgh; Carlisle: 

Banner of Truth, 1970), 19.  
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     As Lloyd-Jones says, a Christian recognizes their failure and stops talking. Stops the 

justifications. Stops the excuses. Stops the explanations. A Christian, if they do speak, says, 

‘God, be merciful to me, a sinner!’ Maybe that’s you this morning. Whether for the first time or 

the five-hundredth time. God loves to answer that prayer. That’s why he sent Jesus! Jesus only 

spoke life-giving words revealing a perfect heart. During his life, Jesus spoke the words we 

should have. On the cross, he died the death we deserve for the words we speak. By faith in 

Jesus, his words are credited to you and your words are rightly judged on the cross. Through 

faith in Jesus, God speaks these words to you: FORGIVEN, RIGHTEOUS, FREE, LOVED. 

Powerful words.  

     Maybe you have been hurt deeply by the words of another and you’re struggling to forgive. 

First, remember you too have spoken hurtful words. Jesus was crucified and forsaken by God so 

that you could be forgiven. Meditate on what Jesus did for you, that will stir a willingness to 

forgive. Second, remember that Jesus will judge every careless word. Jesus says, “Vengeance is 

mine, I will repay.” For those who have hurt us, they will give an account. For non-Christians, 

their words will be judged and they will pay what justice deserves. That should stir compassion. 

For fellow Christians, their words have been judged and justly punished on the cross. 

 

TRANS: We’ve seen that words are powerful. Words come from the heart. And words will be 

judged. Last, we need to understand how our words are redeemed. 
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4. THE REDEMPTION OF WORDS 

Jesus not only judges and forgives our words, he also redeems our words.  

 

     Jesus redeems our words by changing our hearts. He changes our hearts as we reflect on who 

he is and what he has done for us. When our hearts love him, loving words follow. Never 

perfectly in this life. But through the power of Jesus’ Spirit, we grow and change. So, what do 

redeemed words look like? 

Honest. “Righteous lips are the delight of a king, and he loves him who speaks what is right.” 

(Proverbs 16:13) 

Redeemed words are right, straight, honest. As the good news of Jesus sinks deeper into our 

hearts, our words become more honest. This seems so simple but it is not. One of the worst 

moments with my own words occurred only a couple years ago. I said words that were an 

exaggeration. “We won’t do this without your approval.” What I should have said is, “We’d like 

to have your approval.” What motivated the overstatement? I wasn’t trying to deceive but to 

please. I wanted others to think well of me. To like me. We do similar things when we say, 

“Let’s get together soon” knowing full well we won’t. Or when we make promises. “I’ll do this 

or that tomorrow” knowing our schedule is already stretched to the breaking point. Why do we 

say these things? Because we want the approval of others. It’s a heart issue. Knowing the love of 

Jesus frees me to love others instead of needing their approval. And my words become more 

honest and genuine. It’s a process. For me, this has been an area of focus lately. Can I really 

deliver this tomorrow? Am I really prepared to follow through with this commitment? Do I 

really mean to meet with this person? 

Healing. “The tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Proverbs 12:18b) 

Redeemed words are healing. This week I read about the black pastor of First Baptist church in 

Charlottesville, Virginia. On the morning of the “Unite the Right” protest, he said this to his 

congregation: “We can’t hate these brothers. They have a twisted ideology and they are deeply 

mistaken in their claim to follow Christ, but they are still our brothers.” Those are astonishing 

words in the face of hatred and hurt. These are the kind of words that can truly heal our divided 

country. And I’m convinced these are the kind of words that can only be spoken by hearts that 

know the love of Jesus Christ. The one who loved his enemies. Oh, how we need to know the 

love of Jesus so that we can speak healing words in our families, our churches, our communities.  
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Few. “Whoever guards his mouth preserves his life; he who opens wide his lips comes to ruin.” 

(Proverbs 13:3) 

Redeemed words are few. In other words, we learn to listen more and talk less. When our hearts 

love Jesus we are more interested in others. I’m not so concerned to prove how right I am. Or to 

speak about how wonderful I am. As a parent, husband, friend – in all my roles and relationships 

– I do far too much talking and far too little listening. But Jesus is slowly teaching me to talk 

less, ask more questions, and listen more carefully. My wife will tell you I have a long way to 

go. 

     Jesus redeems our words by changing our hearts. As our love for him grows, our words 

become more honest, more healing, and fewer.  
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CONCLUSION 

     Every one of us is equipped with a small but incredibly powerful instrument – the tongue. It 

cuts, heals, penetrates, scorches earth, and with the gentlest of whispers dissolves the glue 

between the closest friends. This instrument is powered by your heart. The only way to truly 

change the tongue is to change the heart. And this change is necessary because every careless 

word will be judged. Jesus came to bear the judgment of our hurtful words on the cross. And to 

give us new hearts that begin to speak in the ways in which they were designed. To bring life and 

healing to a world of hateful and hurtful words. 
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